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Little Bangkok Thai & Chinese
Cuisine
"Bang for Your Buck"

by lsachelny

+1 404 315 1530

For some of the best Thai food in the city, look no further than this
inconspicuous restaurant housed in a tiny strip shopping center. On the
outside, Little Bangkok may look like nothing special. However, inside
you'll find a cozy interior packed with loyal patrons. The restaurant offers
both a Thai and Chinese menu, but Thai is certainly the specialty here.
Standouts include avocado shrimp and pad kee mao, an authentic spicy
noodle dish. One of the best things about Little Bangkok is that all of their
dishes are pretty affordable. Amazing food at a great value is what keeps
people coming back. Arrive early or late, especially on the weekends, as
there is often a wait.
littlebangkokatlanta.com/

Info@Littlebangkokatlanta.
com

2225 Cheshire Bridge Road,
Atlanta GA

Chinese Dhaba
"Indo-Chinese Treats"

by Mgg Vitchakorn on
Unsplash on Unsplash

+1 404 736 6453

Reminiscent of roadside restaurants that is found in the Asian subcontinent, Chinese Dhaba is a unique blend of Indo-Chinese cuisine that is
so unlike traditional Chinese food. An amalgamation of Indian spices and
herbs is used to flavor the Chinese dishes resulting in creations like
chicken lollipop, chicken 65 and Chinese bhel. This fusion fare served
here is spicy and packed with flavor, and is very affordable. End your meal
with the kulfi - a delicious Indian ice cream. Visit Chinese Dhaba for if you
are looking for something different.
www.chinesedhaba.com/

info@chinesedhaba.com

1713 Church Street, Suite A2,
Patel Plaza, Decatur GA

Chong Qing Hot Pot
"Delcious Szechuan Fare"

by sharonang

+1 770 936 1379

Tucked in the Atlanta Chinatown Mall's food court, Chong Qing Hot Pot is
known for its Szechuan cuisine. The traditional menu is prepared by
native cooks from Szechuan Province and lend an authenticity that is
packed with flavor. The portions are generous and the price way too
reasonable to make your wallets smile. From vegans to meat eaters, there
is something for everyone in this small eatery. Bring cash as credit cards
are not accepted here.
www.letseat.at/authenticszechuan

5385 East New Peachtree Road,
Atlanta Chinatown Mall, Chamblee GA

Main Moon
"Chinese Delight"

by David Leo Veksler

+1 770 938 3868

Main Moon is a great choice if you’re looking for a Chinese meal in Tucker.
Showcasing flavors from the Shang Dynasty, specialties on their menu are
prepared with fresh ingredients, authentic recipes and minus any MSG.
Classics like chow mein, stir-fries, dumplings and wontons are favorites
while Teriyaki Chicken, Hibachi Beef and Hunan Delight deserve a special
mention. Guests have the option to dine in or take out their selections.
mainmoontucker.com/

4418 Hugh Howell Road, Suite B2,
Tucker GA
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